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THE ROLE OF THE BUSINESS OFFICER' IN MANAGING EDUCATIONACRESOURtES

By WILLIAM G. BOWEN
Provost. and President-elect
Princeton University

Presented herewith is the text bf the talk delivered by
Dr. Bowen on November 22 during NACUBO's 1971
national meeting at The Waldorf-Astoria in Nei.v York
City. Following it are excerpts from the remarks of his
fellow panelists, Hans 1-1. Jenny, of the College of
WOoster; Clarence Scheps, of Tulane University; and
brie E. Myers, Jr., of Emory University.

The question to which we have been asked to address
ourselves tkiis morning is: 1-low can the business of-
ficer best Pkyide input to the academic world?" For
reasons %yhich I shall explain later would like to
propose modest rephrasing of this question as fol-
lows: "loiv can the business manager contribute most
effectively to the managing of educational resources
under present (and prospective) conditions?"

In trying to answer this question more or less. con-
cretely, I find it convenitent 'to think in terms of four
differentbut relatedtasks. The first two are quite
general and can be described briefly; the last two will
require somewhat more elaboration.

Assessing (.1te General Financial Setting

Whatever may have been the case in times gone by, no
college or university today can view itself as an island'
unaffected. by the prevailing economic winds.JThe fi-
nancial prospects facing any of our institutions are af-
fected to some degree by the outlook for the economy
in general as well as by quite spFcific actions of the
Congress. Revisions of the tax laws and various parts..
of the new wage-price apparatus illustrate the impor-
tant effects on colleges and universities of governmen-
tal measures designed for much broader purposes.

. N. One of the functions of a business officer in an aca
\t) Zlemicsetting ought to bc7 to provide some intelligence

J5 is colleagues conceit-ling developments of this
. .

(,,

kind. More specifically, I' think, that the Jusiness of-
ficer onght to assume a special responsibility for alert-
ing his president and other appropriate facers to the
likely effects on the university's finan tal condition
of the general economic outlook as we I as likely-leg-
islative or administrative actions. Right at the mo-
ment, for example, it appears to me as if earnings
from endowments over the next year or two are likely
*to be disappointingin part because of underlying-
economic factors and in part because of elements of
Phase 2 of President Nixon's new economic progra
Also, decisions regarding salary policies, re (if
there iS coltege or university housing to be co idered),
student cl arges, and so on have to be v' ed to some
extent wi hin the context of the n onal guidelines
still bein = developed. I hasten t. add that only the
bravest o you will speak wi trcertainty about any of
these matters. Indeed, ttemplating the questions
to which I have just alluded may make many of us
took more favor -Ay on the creation of Astrology
Departmentsl-till, uncertainty is no excuse for saying
nothing, and I think that business officers can be
helpful to their colleagues by preventing them from
fbOlish extrapolations if nothing else.

,1:sessing and Describing
The Economics of the University

The second task which I think most business officers
OUgk It to assume also involves the application of some
gentratnotions concerning t le nature of Our economy.
Herehowever, the task I hi ve in mind is describing
the economics of the educational institution ipelf in
a lucitt and helpful way. Increasingly_ alumni, trus-
tees, faculty, and students will be debating the finan-
cial policies of colleges and universities, and in the
course of these debates assumptions will be made
explicitly or implicitly:about the basic economic

I I i1 !Thi
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characteristics of these institutions. Tod oftenShow-
ever, these notions will be naive ones, bereft of any
sense of fundamental economic concepts or, at the
other end of the spectrum, representing a simplistic
attempt td describe the college or university 'as if it
were a producer of piston rings.

The business officer can perform an. important func-
tion by helping all of the constituencies of the college
or university to think intelligently about .such,con-
cepts as "procNictivity" in an educational setting. In
planning for, the future, it is important to be realistic
in recognizing the economic implications of being a
handicraft. is largely what .-we are,!
The opportunities for technological change, capital
accumulation, and mass production are all less for
educational institutions than they. are for the economy
at large, and this means that one ought to expect the
relative costs of higher education to rise over time.
And, it is important for the general public, in panic-

- ular, to understand that in this respect education is a
service industry, whose economic problems do not
stem simply (or even mainly) from economy -wide in-
creases in prices. Our costs would .go uri even 'if the
general price level were steady, and this needs to be
understood. .

he-same time, the fact that it is harder to increase
productivity in colleges or universities than in many
industrial concerns is no excuse for failing to make
any effort to become more efficient in the relevant
sense of that important word. (Let me stress that by
becoming "more efficient," I do not mean simply in-
creasing class size. "Efficiency" and "productivity."
in th,e relevant economic sense mean 'relating outputs
to inputs, and increasing class size can mean sacrific-
ing important'qualitative aspects of education which
in turn means less output, measured properly. This is
not to s'hy that,class size should not risein many situ-
ations it probably shouldbut it is to argue that we
ought to get our concepts straight and not define ef-
ficiency and productivity so as to make larger class
size' and greater efficiency equal by definition. That
misuse of concepts serves only to beg the important
and difficult question of the true relationship between
class size and edikational quality.) Questions of teach!'
ing methods and class size asides there are things that
can be done to increase productivity, and faculty
members need to be encouraged to.think about more
efficient scheduling procedures for classes, sharingof
scarce library and tomputer'resources with other insti-
tutions, and so Iorth.

In describing the economic nature of the educational
institution, the business officer also needs to help his
associates understand such concepts as fixed ;costs
versus variable costs. This simple dichotomy is impor-
tant in analyzing the likery effects of changes in enroll-
ment on teaching budgets and indirect costs. It is also
important, as I have just had occasion to learn rather
painfully, in studying the economics of food services.
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Furthermore, the,concept of- variable costs, and the
need to relate incremental costs to incremental reve-
nues, are also critically important in evaluating pro-
posals for summer sessions, to cite but- One more
example.

It would be easy_ to list other basic econort4 4bncepts
Which have major implications for the rnit4ging of
educational- ,resources (for example, the neeciftO impute
capital costs when funds for a new itory are
giv(1-1 by a donor). 'However, you will iii :of other
exampleg as quickly as I can, and the 'genet. .point I

/ wanr to make is simply that the businessjolli r should
not hesitate to point out the practical iinpl ations Of
these concepts for the operations of ,his own
institution.

.

Facilitating Decision Making and Con j'r i 14

Understanding the basic economic chii aeteristics of a
college or university is, unhappily, n iSubstitute for
making a great many bard decisions, lk decisions to
which I refer include both pricing der gions (what to
do about tuition and room and boar')iAnd resource
allocation decisions (how much shot clibe spell for
faculty positions, for the library, for uppolrting ser-
vices, for student aid, and so on). Morey veGalmo t all
of these decisions invbfve choices between the pre ent
and the future (how large a deficit can we affor' to
run now, what will be the long-run effticts of a're uc-
tion in the library budget, what portion of end ,w-
meat income can be spent in the current fiscal tar
without endangering the corpus of, thelund, and so
on).

t
All of these'are "hard" decisions in two tvery different
senses. First, they re hard because they involve gen
inely diffieult jos(ues of choice which depend, amon

, other thiags, on imperfect assessments of the effect
of different courses of acticin on the educational pro
gram of the institution.. Even if everyorie were in
agreement as to the relative importance of, say, ad-
uate work versus undergraduate work, it migh still
be far from obvious how particular decisions co cern-
ing the Computer Center or the Libeary woul affect
either, especially in the long run. Second, tl ese are
hard decisions in the sense that they involve he well
being of various groups and, indeed, of particular in-
dividuals. Under present budget constraint , there is
pain aplenty to be borne (terminating app6intments,
allowing real standards of living to reduced,
increasing worklbads), and whenever t s is the case
the decisions to be made are difficul es for this rea-
son alone: An enduring streng many colleges and
universities is that they are pebtiliarly human institu-
tions, and thus the way in which these hard decisions
are made and accepted becomes very important 'to the
welfare of the institution as well as to the indivitluals.
most intimately concerned.

In the balance of my remarks this morning, I will try
to spell out some specific things that I believe btiSi-

r,
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ness offiters.can do to make the process of reaching
hard decisions go as well as possible.

1. The budgetary process should be structured from
a tinting standpoint so as to permit all competing
claims on university resources to be evaluated more or
less simultaneously. Until recently; many of us were
in the habit of making important budgetary decisions
at different times during the year. For example, com-
mitments concerning new faculty positions were often.
made well ahead of decisions regarding supporting
stall or' library appropriations. While it is easy to sec
the practical considerations that led to spreading out
these decisions over a fairly long period, proceeding
in this way simply, is not conducive to making dear
choices. If the decision:making process is to be as ra-
tional as possible, it is necessary that expenditures on,
say, athletics, be compbrell with' expenditures on Jac-
ulty/poSitions.and on supporting services before any
cOmmitmentkar, made. In most instoces, this will
require an acceleration of the budget Making process,

.With trial budgets prepared as early as late October or

'positions
so that decisions regarding faculty

'positions can be made early enough to permit effec-
tive recruiting. Adjusting the timing of the budget
process in this way will mean more work and will
impoie added strains on business officers and then'
staffs; this procedural adjustment, however, is -a neces-
sary first step ta".improved decision making.

Simultaneous consideration of competing requests to
spend money also requires knowledge, fairly early on,
of the total resources likely to be available in the next
fiscal year. Hence, business officers peed to project in-
come from all sources soon enough to present a com-
prehensive picture of the financial condition of the
institution before any decisions, even tentative ones,
are-made regarding expenditures. And, on the basis
of some painful experience of my own, I would urge
that, this -"comprehensive" picture be truly compre-
hensivethat it include all sources of income and, all
forms of expenditures, 'including sponsored research
and 'charges to restricted accounts. ft is tempting, in
the interests of simplicity, to work only with "general
funds" budgets. This kind of partial approach can

1,lead, however, to serious errors of estimation and to
wrong judgments-concerning the .needs. of various
departments and activities, The basic.reason is that
most colleges and universities are sufficiently inte-
grated organizations that 'they simply cannot hesplit..
up into,restricted and general funds portions without
confusing rather than clarifying basic relationshipt
To repeat, I speak from painful experience.

2. Financial data need.to be organized according to
the logic of decision malting as well as according to
the logic of control. Different kinds of costs need.to
bei grouped together under the program objective.
which they serve so thar the college or university will
know the full implications of pursuing, say, .-aduat,e
work in PiychOlogy. Thus, space costs, costs- of 'Sqp-
porting services, .siSecial library costs, and the costs of
gracruate,student support need to be grouped with
faculty salaries to proVide a unified picture of expen-
ditures for, say, graduate work in Psychology.

This is, if you will, a plea for,program budgeting, but
Os a plea for program budgeting with a small "p."
I am not advocating grandiose systems which are
costly to install and of marginal use, whatever their
aesthetic. appeal. Surely it would -be wroneto apply
cost benefit analysis to e'erything but cost benefit
analysis itself. -What 1 am advocating .is relatively
simple rearrangements of budget entries to permit
intelligent comparisons of alternatOgrams.
Let 'me give -one example of what I am proposing. At
my own university the ability of the Dean of Graduate
School to evaluate the resource costs of graduate stu-
dent support and to consider alternative modes. of sup-
port has long suffered from the fragm nted and decen-
tralized nature of the entire process of roviding funds
to students. Some fellowships have bcen awarded 'at
the departmental level from the restricted accounts,
others have been obtained by individual students on
the basis of national competitions, and still others
have been awardedby the Dean -of Graduate School
himself from endovecFaccoun ts and f6om some appro-
priations of 'general funds. In addition', significant
nunthers of gradipte students have received aid in the
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form of assistantships in research and in instruction,
with the former deterinined largely by the leaders,of
sponsored, research projects and the.latter determined
by department chairmen in consultation with the
Dean-of the Faculty. Finally, many graduate students
have been receiving support in the form of housing
and dining subsidies, with the amounts here deter-
mined by the real estate department and the depart-
ment of dormitories and food services.

As long as funds for graduate student support were
relatively plentiful, this varigated structure, with bud-
get entries related to graduate student support appear-
ing under many headings in the chart of accounts,
may have been satisfactory. Now, however, financial
stringency requires a more comprehensive and coordi;
nated pt of data. Having worked for the last two years
with overall ,estimates of support from every source,
we believe that we are d ing a better job of using the
limited f nds at our di Posala better job both in
terms of ur ability to attract good students and in
terms Ott; r ability to allocate fairly what we have:
done.

One more word needs to be said concerning the treat-
ment of graduate student housing, because it llus-
trates so well the general point I am trying to ake.
For many years Princeton has provided housin for

'1 somebut by no means allmarried g duate tu-
dents as well as single students. And, while this ho s-
inghas carried rents well below market le to
has often' been controversy over proposed in n
rents. Needless to say, ,,po one likes to see hi
rent increased, especially when the family is
hard pressed financially, as is the case of many
u, strident couples. Under these circumstance
was a eedingly difficult to have reasoned discuss
of re al policies, and of attendant effects on eq
dmong graduate students in and out of unive

ousing, so long as consideration of rents was
a#ited from consideration of other forms of grad
student support. As a result, there had been a st
increase for some time in the subsidies going-to tl
graduate students fortunate enough to live in uni
sity housing. it, v

v

With the advent of a budget for graduate student up-
port constructed along more programmatic I nes,
however, it was possible to change the frame ork
within which rental policies were set. We made it
clear that subsidies on graduate student housing 'Ivere
viewed as a form of support just like fellowships, that
there would have to be a.set amount of funds available
for graduate student support in all forms, and that
therefore every additional dollar of subsidy for hobs-
ing would mean one less dollar of fellowship money
available. Once the situation was defined in these
terms, it became easier to discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of alternative modes of support. Hous-
ing subsidies came to be seen not as an end of policy,'-

a.

,
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but as one among several methods of achieving an
objective: namely, to use the limited funds available
as effectively and,as fairly as possible for the support
of all students.

3. It is inzportant to include nonfinancial data along
with financial data under various program' headings.
All too often, decision making in colleges and univer-
sities has been hindered by the lack of- integration of,
data dealing with flows and data dealing with mea-
sures of educational activity (number of courses
taught, number of students enrolled in different de-
partments, and so on). In many institutions, the Con-
troller's Office and the Registrar's- Office have not
always worked as closely as would have been desirable
from the standpoint of managing educational pro-
grams. Fortunately, modern methods of data process-
ing (and' here again I do not mean. to suggest overly
elaborate approaches) make it possible to show on a
single form, both the money costs of a program and the
numbers of students served by it This simple step in
tuTh makes it much easier to compare various under-
takings and to evaluate requests for additional funds.

4. It is necessary to present data several years into the
future. We are past the point at which it is possible ,to
make obeisance to forward planning and then to look
seriously at the next year alone. Commitments made
in the present almost always have financial implica-
tions into the future, and these implications need to be
understood at the time,the initial commitment is made.
Also, the savings associated with a particulai budget-
ary decision May seem very small if looked at only in
the context of one year, but may look much larger
when followed through the budget sysem Tor several_
years.

Increasingly, trustees, regents, alumni, legislators, and
others from whom we seek support will want to know
how well we are planning for the future/ Business of-
ficers and others responsible for the overall planning
of the university -will have to be able to provide pilojec-
dons of costs and incomes tinder various assumptions.
And, I want to emphasize that simple extrapolations
will not suffice. What is needed is a coordinated set of
multi-year plans for academic and nOn-academic de-
partments which take account both a resources costs
and associated levels of educational activity.

Again, perhaps anillustration will be useful. Provid-
ing adequate student aid has become one of the, most
difficult problems which all of us face. Rising tuition
charges make it more and more difficult to achieve the
diversity and equality of opportunity within the stu-
dentz,body which are so important to the society as well
as to each of our institutions. Faced with pressures to
provide more scholarship funds, it is tempting to look
at the financial aid budget on a one year basis. But,
this is an exceedingly dangerous procedure if the insti-
tution feels a commitment to continue to provide aid
to students initially admitted with support, as most of
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us do. In sho , fins ci0 aid at the undergraduate' level
is, almost by tioa, a four year commitment and
it has to be viewed such. In considering alternative,
student aid budgets at Princeton last year, we
constructed detailed tables tracing through the effects
four years into the future of each of the -approaches

/under investigation. This: led us to be More realistic *
/and also,. I think, more honest with ourselves. As one
result of this exercise, we separated the student aid ap-
propriation between funds allocated to entering stu-
dents and "funds allocated to continuing students.
While this distinction did not matter greatly from the
standpoint of accounting for sCholarship funds ex-
pended, it did matter greatly from the standpoint of
future commitments." If the Bureau of Student Aid; on
its own initiation, ,can shift $1,000 of scholarship aid,
from continuing students to entering students, it can,

1in effect, require a new $4,000 commitment in the
future.

Presenting data several years ahead can also be very
important from the standpoint of individual dPpart-

° ments, as well as from the standpoint of the central
university. In the absence of forward planning of some
kind, an academic department may recommend Smith
for a tenure position this year without realizing that
what it is really doing is foreclosing a tenure aPpoint-
ment for Jones two years from now. Of course, all for-
ward plans must permit modifications and must in-o
volve some degree of flexibility. However, if they at
least make departments aware of the probable implica- ,

tions of a decision this year for a decision to be taken
in the future, they will have served 'an important
purpose.

5. Planning, budgeting, and control funckions must
be closely integrated. Now, let me add a word of cau-
tion, In recommending changes in methods of organ-
izing, presenting, and analyzing data, I want also to
recorinnend aS'strongly as I can against abandoning
tradititinal methbds of record .keeping until the new
syStem is fully establishedand even then, it may well
turn out that the older systems continue to be best for
purposes of control. To speak again from painful per-
sonal experience, let me stress the importance of main-
taining the closest possible relationship between what-
ever new forms of presentation are developed and
establiShed bookkeeping and accounting. systems.
Planning and budgeting decisions have to be trans-

, !wed into a controllable form if they are to mean any-
thing, and the business offiCer plainly occupies a
critical position in seeing that' bridges are maintained
between bOokkeeping and accounting systems and
vresentations of data in a form More suitable for deci-
sion making.
I cotne now to my last heading: Facilitating under-
standing and acceptance of decisions which are bound
to bd"unpleasant for many people. In hard times, in
particular, there is simply no substitute for the under-
standing and cooperation o( all those who share a com-

mitment to the institutionstudents, faculty, research
personnel, library staff, administrators, supporting

ds. And, if we are to expect cooperation and good-
ristaff. trustees., alumni, parents of students, and other

Erie
will'from all of these groupswhich, while sharing a
common commitment to the university, often have
particular inter .sts which conflict sharplywe must

fully the nature of obi overall problem and what we
pr vide informs ion. We must explain frankly and

believe can and should be done about it.
,

Facilitating Understanding and Acceptance

The business officer can make major, contributions to
this important objective. In carrying out all of his
tasks it is important that he do what he can to make
the materials he presents comprehensible to a broad
array of interested parties. For example, in projecting
tuition income he should take pains to show how he
arrived at his projectionwhat assumptions he made
about enrollment, attrition, and so on. Thus, if some-
one has a different sense of likely attrition, it is pos-
sible to revise the projections accordingly. Business
officers have a natural tendency to present materials
in the form of tables and printouts. I yield to no one in
stressing the value of material presented in this way.
At the same time, I think it is essential that such tabu-
lar mesentations be accompanied by footnotes and
text. If we are going to include more people in the
process of thrashing- out answers to questions of re-
source allOcation,as I think we must, we are going to
have to help these 'people see the choices before them.

Pethaps it is-clearer now why I chose at the outset of
these remarks to rephrase slightly the question to be
considered by this panel. More and more, I see the
lines between various elements of the university com-
munity blurring, and I see the business officer as an in-
creasingly active participant in many phases of the
procesS of managing educational, resources, not just
as a producer of financial tables.

40 k

To sum up the theme of these last few remarks, one of
my recurring worries about the financial crisis through
which all of higher education is now passing is that it
will increase divisiveness within the universities, and
to an excessive degree. The age-pld tensions between
the student body, faculty, administration, and alumni
are no-doubt healthy, up to a point. I believe, hOwever,
that the kinds of stresses and strains we face now push
well beyond this right degree of tension. We face a/
growing prospect of adversary relationships whiCh"
will interfere. significantly with the sense of ,corn;
munity and with the climate for learning which are
so important at educational, institutions. Strict bud-
get limits have a potential for exacerbating ,conflicts
between, races, and between the middle class and lower
income groups, as well as between departments. As a
result, ontrary to the views of some other people, I dO
n t ieve that great economic adversity will prove
conducive to reform. On the contrary, I think there
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need for choicein short, by serving their colleges and
universities as business officer who arc themselves
educators.

HANS H. JENNY
Vice President for Finance

and Business
The tollege of Wooster

Dr. Bowen has assigned the business officer,'quite
tail. Of course, I am sure, he is aware of the fact that
many of you have more or less successfully teed to ful-
fill the functions he has outlined for us. Atjd if there
are still people in the audience and in our r ssociation
who either have not heard this message or vhose pro-
fessional counsel is not sought or is ign red by the
chief administrators of their, respective Institutions,
then let them read Dr. Bowe' s message and pay it
heed. Overall, I am sure, we should be flattered by the
compliment he is paying the/profession.

My first follow-up comment centers on the topic of
"top college management o ganization for decision
making." When we get past organization charts and
beyond theory, we must rca ize that in the academic
scheme of things the pckingj order far too often places
the financial and business management component
in a subordinate position. Vorse yet, until recently...
and in too many of our private institutions, questions
of finance and business nu ked among the last ques-
tions asked. . . .

If I can make a recommend akin it is this: that college
and university presidents mrticularly those from the
private institutionsbe en by their trustees some
tough but meaningful fiOncial constraints, such as
that no 'major faculty, st dent services, development
office, or other decision i taken without the full in-
volvement of the finance and business office. Once
this is accomplished, mu .h of the rest may follow. I
trust that many present I ere today would agree nit
appropriate organization and intelligent finap
constraints are of the essence and seem to be laaing
too frequently.

My second response is slightly different and addresses
itself to the finance and business officer.
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I lethe business officeris the fiscal and operational
guardian of the academic lin the broadest sense) enter-
prise. He must .help the president so that the latter's
promises and dreams an come true. Financial and
business management are enabling activities and
duties, Thus my second point: we are not obstruc-
tionists; we should not make academic policy; we are
the men making possible the impossible.

From this stems one crucial opportunity which we as
a profession have Missed more often than we have
taken it: the opportunity to update our fiscal and man-
agement concepts and tools. This is my third, and most
important, response. . .

There is all this talk abroad' today concerning the fi-
nancial crisis in higher education, Sack-cloth and
ashes, no less. ln our studies (Jenny-Wynn) of forty-
eigh private colleges, this seems indeed to be the case.
Wo ning deficits all over thd,kplace.-(
Ijontend that the crisis is less financial than it is con-
ceptual: The financial reces4ion is to a large extent
the result of stereotypes hOffinancial management
thinking. Not all stereotypes are bad, of course, but
colleges and universities seem to cherish a surprisingly
large number of dysfunetional. and harmful manage-
ment concepts. -

I shalt mention three problem areas where. innovation
is _either imminent or long overdue, the first two
merely in passing.

First, higher education is made up of several groups
of instittitions wl ich are substantially different in
their nature. Recognizing this, it would seem to be
logical that ix1ickJs (national and otherwise) and re-
source Annung id management be designed to spit
each type according to the. requirements dictated/ by
the special nature of each group.. But instead, we org-
anize our associations, committees, and concepts so as
tO-reach an agreement across nationalities, so to speak.
No wobder we move like one of those slow convoys
during World . War II, an easy 'target to lurking
dangers; mostly We move not at all.

Secondarthe other extreme, we act iq such a &em-
ail *ze-Vmanner that we Wive become perhaps the
pitne of the self-centered, inner-directed- set of in-

stiuttio s in existence in modern times. One aspect
of thiswhich we aWmust have experienced. at one
lime or anotheris how each one of us is prone to re-
invent the wheel, time and time again, and sometimes

The inhien rears. rIn Fool Foundatim and Tiei..ollege of
Wooster. 197(1; Turning Point. 'The College of %Vooster, 1971 (to be
published).
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within a gien college or university in several places
at oncel Division of labor, that old chestnut of produc-
tion efficiency;. is not very well known or found often
in university and coltege management. The fetish of
uniqueness., no less, Result: we all end up doing the
same thing about the flame way.

Third, since the problem of colleges and universities
is resOurceshosV much, what kind, and whenone
would think that the financial managers had devel-
oped a well-reasoned Set of theories of resources, of
fixed plus variable costs,-and of the long-range ove911
resources requirements.

The notion that current annual income must generate.
some capital formation' has been repugnant tp.the in-
dustry for convoluted' rationalization for the most

,'part. Yet, the 1960's, for instance, could have been an
appropriate time to implement as a,general.principle
one of the soundest concepts available to us from in
dustry: the user Multi Id make some small payment for
using up capital. .

Management concepts which are imaginative, which
are tailored to changing 'tiines and changing needs arc

wictiona concepts. you .end up asking the
OUP' resposibility. When you work with weak, dys-
fcyrong

questionsimd may, among the bad answers, in-
herit a financial fiasco.'
Maybe Dr. Bowen wa's to0 polite to say this; I am ca.-
tain that he has thought of it; arid-we all muse have
the nagging thought that 'sane of the blame for the
present financial crisis in private colleges and univer-
sities must go to us.

Once we accept the responsibilities and the challenge.
however, we shall find many new avenues for extend-
ing our institutions' respective life spans again and
again.

CLARENCE SCIIEPS
Everinow rice President
Tu lane University

I find myself in almost total agreement with Dr.
Bowen on his definition of the role of the business,
officer in managing educational resources: fn my jud
!tient. Dr. Bowen thinks like a business officer nd
this is the highest compliment that one can p y an
academician.
As a frame of reference to my brief comments, l would
like to focus on the role of the business officer in man-
aging educational resources in the context of the sev-
endesa period characterized_ by financiai distress,
depression, uncertainty, eroding. public confidence

and change. As I see
,
it, the role of all adininistrative

officers will become more difficult, and more impor-
tant, because..of the multiplicity of-the problems)(
higher eduCation, especially the financial ones./M:
business officer has to develop new ways and new tech-
niques, not onlyto provide meaningful input to the
academic world bin, of equal importance, to achieve
a situation in which the academic world uses this in-
put in making educational decisions. In too many in-
stances, in the past, the business officer has been a
voice crying in the '.wildernessinformation and
analyses which he has prepared have gone unused.

.Higher education, in the seventies faces difficult times.
There seems to be no question about the existerke of a
deep financial depression in higher education. . . ..

Until recently stly I was among the who contended that
only through greatly increased revenues could the fi-'

' nancial ills of higher education be cured. I no longer
believe this. lam now convinced-that both sides of the
equation will have to be attended vigorously and
imaginatively. That is, as we energetically pursue ad-.

olitional sources of revenue, we must at the same time
strive- to Make out systems of higher .education and
our individual institutions more efficient. There is
some evidence that these two goals are. clearly inter-
related, since our inability to produce sufficient addi-
tional revenues at this time may be due in part to the
crisis of Confidence on the part of those who would
provide the fundingstate legislatures, private don-
ors, the Federal Government. Some of the erOsion in
confidence has resulted from the widespread belief
that higher education has not managed itself as."effi-

'liently as it might. Progress, expansion, enrichment
in higher education have been nothing short of mirac-
ulous in the past-two decades. But our individual insti-
tutions as well as our sratewide'systems of higher edu-
cation have been expanded with little thought of the
costs of such expansion. In a re41 sense we were living
in a dream world:4
Now to turn'specifically to the question posed by the
panel: I low can the buliness officer best provide. input
to the acadethic worldan inpOt which will contrit
bate to bringing about an improved coordination
be tweettleyenues.a ncLexpand it u res? I can only u nder:
score, and perhaps paraphrase, what Dr. Bowen has
already stated in his excellent paper. I would mention
four areas in which the business officer has much
to contribute:
First, the business officer must do what site can to see
to it that adequate academic tanningarming and buckgeting
systems are developed and sed in his institution.
These systems should cover a time frame of more
than one year and should provide the mechanism 'for
intensive periodic review of past programs, activities,
projects, and expenditure levels. Call this program
budgeting if you will.
In the second place, the business officer must he
responsible for developing ways of educating the/

\,.
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president; the faculty, and the trustees on the ad-
. vantages and benefits Of sound financial administra-

tion. . . .

In the third place, the business officer must be avail-
able. to all the constituencies of the institution on
matters relative to the financial status of his institu-
tion. In my judgment, there is. no Valid basis for secrecy
on a college campus. If we are to: bring about change
in our educational institutions, which will lead us
away from the path of insolvency and bankruptcy,
our faculty more and more thust become responsive
to the needs for change.

Finally, J am conviced that one important impedi-
ment to the 'task of increasing productivity in higher
education is the nature of administration in the typical
institution and the budgeting process traditionally
employed. I am referring to the fact that. in most
institutions the development of programs, other
than sponsored projects, is sharply separated from the
administrative responsibility involved in securing
support for these programs. . . . It seems to me that
the budgeting process is going to have to be reformed
so that the faculty member will feel a sense of
responsibility for 'the entire budget process and will
be in a position to hell) change-the financial impact
of programs and activities that he has advocated.

J

e

ORIE, E. MYERS, JR.
Vice President for Business
Emory University .

There are a couple of points that T would like to
emphasize which t think are apropos tod, My first
point relates to a topic which' has been all ded to by
Dr. Bowen and was touched earlier by r:
I would like to suggest that if we arc t be able to
cope with these trying times in the fj Id of "higher
education, which have been mentioned again rand
again, then one of -the most effective 'fanners in which
we can handle these problems is o bring about an
'even closer working .ielationsh' ), an even greater
°team relationship, between the hief business officer
of the university and the duel academic officer. I

..think it is absolutely imperative that these two people
develop an atmosphere of cooperation, an atmosphere .

or condition under "'which proper and, effective d7-
cisions can be made, a cooperative atmosphere that
is recognized throughout the campus. I. must add
my fear in this respect that perhaps all too often wej
are becoming alarmists; not that there is not plenty()
about which to be alarmed, but it is necessary that
we approach these problems in a constructive rather
than with an alarmist attitude.

.Y
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I think that we can be too much .of an alarmist and
too little of a team seeking to find answers,, to our
problems. We must face these problems, using what'
Dr. Bowen referred to asaa "decision-making process",
which brings about effective decisions, understanding,
and cooperation. '

:
We must not let our decisions become sPorilaneous
announcements of biases or proclamaticiris based upon
nothing. Rather, they must be decisions based upon
a sound analysis of facts, a studying and a weighing
of all of the possible alternatives, and then the
arrival at a decisiona decision which is thP decision
of management, not just'bf the president, certainly not
of the business officer or the chief academie officer,
but a decision of the management team of the
institution. ..

The second point that T would like to make' is in
referenee to Dr.. Bower's statement concerning the
simultaneous evaluation of all claims on fin5ncial
resources Of the university in its annual process' of
budgetary' review. I certainly agree with that point
as I agree generally with Dr. J3owen's excellent
paper. But I would suggest that a:great many of these
"financial", decisions are not made in the strict
budgetary process. Altogether too often we think that
annually we sit down and decide how we are going to.
divide the budgetary pienow we are going to allocate
the Financial resources of our university, when; in
reality, most of those decisiOnS have already been made
on a day-to-day basis. Often when we think that we
are making a minor operating decis n, we °do not
realize that we are making a major bud' etary decision.,

i:
Often this is when the decisions are made that deter-`
mine the slicing of the budgetary pie. Sometimes these 1
decisions are made when we accept a gift or a grant;
(when we don't realize that we are allocating resources.
But the implications of that gift involve the arriving
at a decision on the allocation of financial resources.
Often as we agree upon new policies for personnel,
purchasing, auxiliary enterprises4and so on, not a
budgetary decision per- se .but al Policy or a pro-
cedural decision during the academic year, we have
made a decision which has profound effects on .the
budget. The point here is that as we make day- today
operating decisions, truly they, are- very often bud-
getary decisions. As you plant an acorn, you often
lx.come responsible for an oak treeor even a forest.

i.
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